MRO SOLUTIONS

You can count on WD-40® Brand products to keep your facilities moving with versatile delivery systems that offer a unique combination of safe, powerful and specialized formulas designed to increase efficiency, reduce downtime and minimize risk—everything you need to get the job done right.

YOU KNOW THE WD-40® BRAND NAME...
BUT DO YOU KNOW ALL IT CAN DO FOR YOUR MRO JOBS?

Our time-tested formulas have been solving problems across a variety of industries for more than 65 years.

LUBRICANTS AND PENETRANTS
Our fast-acting, high-performance lubricants are proven to withstand tough industrial environments. They’ll keep parts moving, reduce unplanned downtime and increase time between maintenance intervals.

CLEANERS AND DEGREASERS
Engineered to be both powerful and safe. Our Safer Choice Certified Cleaner & Degreaser keeps facilities and equipment running smoother and looking like new.

RUST MANAGEMENT
Preventing and removing rust is an important part of facility and equipment maintenance, repair and operations. Whether it’s to prevent or remove rust, we have a product for the job.

GREASES
Our line of greases gives surfaces the protection they need. Regardless of the environment, your customers can trust these products to lubricate and protect to keep equipment running smoother for longer periods of time.

WD-40® MULTI-USE PRODUCT
Our Multi-Use Product is the most recognized and relied upon name in its class—protecting equipment from rust and corrosion, penetrating stuck parts, displacing moisture and lubricating almost anything.

OTHER GREAT PRODUCTS
No matter the maintenance need, we have a product to make any job easier. WD-40 Company’s other great products are made tough enough for any industrial environment.

PROVEN AND EFFECTIVE FORMULAS FOR TOUGH ENVIRONMENTS
• Our proven and effective formulas are longer-lasting for less frequent application, less product used and reduced labor.
• The risk-free choice: Unmatched brand recognition and industry-leading performance trusted around the globe.

REDUCE DOWNTIME AND PROTECT YOUR FACILITY’S ASSETS
• WD-40 Brand products are a key component of a successful preventive maintenance strategy.
• Regular use of WD-40 Brand products can help prolong the life of equipment, prevent costly unscheduled downtime and even reduce injuries.

SAFETY AND COMPLIANCE ARE OUR TOP PRIORITIES
• Product safety and consumer health are WD-40 Company’s #1 priority.
• Our safer formulations do not require warnings for cancer, birth defects or other reproductive harm.¹
• WD-40 Brand products are formulated with clean solvents and oils that have been treated to remove harmful (chemical) contaminants.
• All WD-40 Brand products are 50-State VOC compliant.

INDUSTRY-LEADING, INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS MAKE YOUR JOB EASIER
• Precision, time-saving delivery systems help increase productivity and reduce waste.
• Ergonomic, patented delivery systems such as Smart Straw® and EZ-REACH® make jobs easier and more efficient.
• Our specialized line of WD-40 Specialist® products provide solutions to specific needs without redundant and overwhelming options, simplifying your tool crib inventory and spend.

¹ No warnings for our products are required by California Proposition 65, the Safe Drinking Water and Toxic Enforcement Act of 1986.